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Honda Type R models are special performance editions of their respective model families. The
design of Type R models was originally focused on race conditions, with an emphasis on
minimizing weight, and maximizing performance potential e. Thus, Type R models were first
conceived for racetracks. Type R vehicles traditionally have a red Honda badge and
Championship White paint as an option, as a tribute to their first winning F1 car. Honda's racing
and F1 cars often feature a red Honda badge. The NSX Type R was track oriented and, to reduce
weight, lacked sound deadening, audio, electric windows and air conditioning. Under the body,
panels and air fences in the front, along with a small rear diffuser, produced balanced
downforce. These subtle changes along with its renowned handling kept the NSX-R competitive
on the track against considerably higher-powered cars. The Integra Type R is equipped with a 1.
JDM cars and cars sold in other international markets came with an compression ratio whereas
the US Integra Type R has a compression ratio of There were numerous differences between the
Type R engine and the DOHC VTEC engine available in other Integra models GS-R but the
increased power was primarily due to the higher compression, larger throttle body, high lift
camshafts and high-volume exhaust manifold. The Type R came only with a close-ratio 5-speed
manual transmission. First gear and the final drive were identical to the GS-R transmission but
gears were spaced much closer. In addition, the Type R came equipped with a Helical
limited-slip differential. In , the JDM Type R and other international markets would receive a
revised final drive ratio of 4. The focus of the Type R was to minimize weight while enhancing
rigidity. The Type R has larger strut tower bars, rear performance rods on the rear frame and
numerous body reinforcements. The Type R had revised springs and dampers as well as larger
sway bars. Larger rotors and calipers were included and the ABS system was revised as well.
Other features such as a moonroof, vanity mirrors, cruise control and a rear wiper were
eliminated to save weight. Air conditioning was an option. The interior was revised as well to
include a 10, rpm tachometer with an 8, rpm redline along with revised sport cloth seats and a
titanium shift knob. The Type R was introduced as a model to the US market under the Acura
brand with the only option being air-conditioning. In the US, the car would only be available in
Championship White in and The Type R was not available for but returned in and remained until
the end of DC2 production in Production would be limited to units in and 1, units in A total of 3,
Integra Type R were produced. It has been acclaimed by motoring journalists world-wide,
including Evo magazine, who named the Type R "the greatest front-wheel-drive performance car
ever" [11] and TheAutoChannel. The DC5 comes equipped with Recaro seats, four-piston
Brembo front brakes, a close-ratio six-speed manual transmission, a limited-slip differential,
and a stiffer suspension. Both models are powered by a naturally aspirated 2. The Type-R
Accord model is differentiated by features such as a stiffer suspension and chassis, Helical
limited-slip-differential , twin-piston brakes, dual exhaust system, inch alloy wheels, Xenon
headlights, Recaro seats and a leather-trimmed Momo steering wheel. It is powered by a 2. The
engine run on It also has the standard Type R modifications, including Recaro seats, a
limited-slip-differential and independent double wishbone suspension. Since then, most
generations have offered a Type R variant. The first generation Type R version of the Civic was
the only version not offered outside Japan. The vehicle offers higher performance in the form of
a direct-injected turbocharged 2. In May , engineers at Honda's Swindon, UK factory developed
a one off Civic Type R, the car called project P is a pickup truck, the performance and drivetrain
are the same as the production Type R. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses,
see Type R disambiguation. Main article: Honda NSX. Main article: Honda Integra. Main article:
Honda Civic Type R. Retrieved 24 May Archived from the original on Retrieved Archived PDF
from the original on Archived from the original on 3 April Retrieved 6 May Car and Driver.
Retrieved 5 November Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co.
Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda. Hidden categories: CS1 maint:
archived copy as title. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Calculate the code for your Honda radio or navigation from the serial number. Well-explained
and straightforward process. Depending on the radio model you have, the process to find the
different serial number. If your radio is newer than , then you can get the serial from the screen.
If you have an older model or you are not able to get the serial from the screen, then you need
to remove the radio. You can find it on the case side sticker. It may have different formats. If you
are not able to find yours, send us a pic with your radio sticker on the live chat, and we'll help
you to identify it. The navigation serial is placed on a sticker on the control unit, there where the
removal DVD is stored. Sometimes, you can find the navigation code and serial number on the
anti-theft card or sticker placed in the glove box. Get the code for your Honda radio without
headaches for any model. It is not needed in VIN and works for all regions of the world. As an
exception are the radios manufactured in Japan. If you have any problems, count on our

support by email or live chat. Popular Civic models: , , , , and Popular Accord models: , , , , , and
Popular CRV models: , , , , and Popular Acura models: , , , Popular Odyssey models: , , , Popular
Pilot models: , , , If what you need to know is not here, do not hesitate to contact us. How to
enter my Honda stereo or navi code? There are two methods to enter a Honda code. Enter the
code using the preset buttons after which it submit it with the central button. In some other
cases, the process is different: Press button 1 until the first digit of your code appears on the
screen. Do the same with the rest of the buttons up to 5. Press the center button to confirm.
Yes, we can generate anti-theft codes for Canada and any other country. Yes, you can get your
Honda stereo code from the UK with only the serial number. How do I reset it? Remove the fuse
from the battery for 3 minutes and then reconnect it again. My radio or navi serial is not valid,
what I do? If our system does not accept the serial number you are trying to unlock, do not
hesitate to specify it in our chat. We will do our best to help you. Can I use the code obtained
more than once? Yes, you can use the code as many times as you want since it is the original
code of your Honda radio. I need a four-digit code; instead, I got a five-digit one. What do I do?
Unfortunately, in this case, we cannot do anything. You must visit or call a Honda dealer to
retrieve your code. Is my Honda model compatible to unlock? Most popular are the , Civic and , ,
Accord models. My radio or navi code is not working; what I do? Our system is not perfect, and
sometimes it is not able to provide the correct code. You must visit or call a Honda dealer to get
your code. It should be free. I have obtained a list with codes for my serial. It will help if you try
all the codes. One of them may work. In case of blocking the radio, remove the fuse from the
battery for a few moments and try again. Do I need the VIN to calculate my code? No, the VIN is
not necessary to retrieve your code. All you need is the serial number. Menu Sign In coming
soon Sign Up coming soon. Honda radio code unlock free. Calculate code Loading Help How to
find the radio serial Depending on the radio model you have, the process to find the different
serial number. Older than Honda Civic radio code Popular Civic models: , , , , and Accord radio
code Popular Accord models: , , , , , and Honda Acura radio code Popular Acura models: , , ,
Honda Odyssey radio code Popular Odyssey models: , , , Honda Pilot radio code Popular Pilot
models: , , , Frequent asked questions. Can I lookup my code from Canada? Can I get unlock
from the UK? You have more choices than ever for a three-row midsize SUV, yet the Honda
Pilot, a mainstay of the class, remains one of the best choices available. You'll enjoy roomy
seating for up to eight, a quiet interior and a comfortable ride quality. The plush
accommodations don't come at the expense of performance either since the Pilot is surprisingly
capable when driven on twisty roads. And while we're not totally enamored with the optional
nine-speed automatic transmission, there's no doubt the standard V6 has plenty of power to
move this large crossover. Aside from a few driving aids that could stand for a little more
operational refinement, the Pilot has no obvious faults. However, there are a few newcomers
that you'll want to consider. In its top trim, the Kia Telluride has a few more features than the
luxe Pilot Elite, and we've given it a slight edge over the Pilot in our rankings. You might also
like the roomier Volkswagen Atlas or the redesigned Ford Explorer. Overall, though, the Honda
Pilot is one of the best all-rounders on the market and deserves a spot on your shopping list.
With a spacious cabin, exceptional comfort and a tremendously roomy cabin, the Honda Pilot is
the quintessential three-row crossover. As soon as we got behind the wheel of this newest
model, our editors universally agreed: The Pilot was the best of the bunch. We immediately
reached out to Honda and secured a fully loaded Elite model for our long-term test fleet. Over
the course of a year and 25, miles, we drove our Black Forest green tester to Las Vegas,
Sacramento and Oregon. Usually, it performed the commuting duties typical of a family-friendly
SUV. To read about our experiences, read our long-term Pilot test. Note that while we tested a
Pilot, most of our observations still apply to the model. The only exceptions deal with the
infotainment and transmission improvements Honda made for All models are powered by a 3. A
six-speed automatic transmission is standard for most trims, while a nine-speed transmission
comes with Touring and above models. Front-wheel drive is standard on lower trims, with
all-wheel drive standard on Elite and Black Edition models and optional on other trims. Most
models have seating for eight, though second-row captain's chairs â€” which reduce capacity
to seven â€” are optional on the Touring and standard on Elite and Black Edition trims.
Standard advanced safety features include adaptive cruise control, forward collision warning
with automatic braking, road departure mitigation, lane keeping assist, and automatic
high-beam assist. The EX gets you a lot more, including heated mirrors, keyless entry, tri-zone
automatic climate control, heated front seats, a power-adjustable driver's seat, one-touch
slide-and-fold second-row seats, an 8-inch touchscreen, Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, and a
blind-spot monitor with rear cross-traffic alert. Stepping up to the EX-L trim gets you a sunroof,
a power liftgate, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, leather upholstery, a power-adjustable front
passenger seat, and second-row USB charging ports. There's also an EX-L subtrim that adds a

navigation system and a rear entertainment system. The Touring trim gets all of the above plus
roof rails, sound-reducing front door glass, front and rear parking sensors, hands-free
operation for the liftgate, heated rear seats, a Wi-Fi hotspot, and a speaker premium audio
system. The Elite trim comes standard with the second-row captain's chairs plus auto-dimming
and power-folding side mirrors, a panoramic sunroof, a heated steering wheel, ventilated front
seats, and a wireless charging pad. The Black Edition is equipped identically, but with black
exterior accents and red interior trim. This is the first time I have ever wrote a review but I feel
compelled to do so to prevent others from my experience. I have been a loyal Honda owner for
over 20 years and owned over 6 Hondas in my life. My vehicle will be brought into the shop for a
third time today for very loud popping noises which now resulted in a complete shutdown of the
entertainment system and a temporary blanking out of the speedometer. The situation cannot
be resolved thus far with the manufacturer having been engaged by the dealership already. The
car has been driven for less than 5, miles and owned for 4 months. I wish I had seen other
reviews prior to purchasing the vehicle so I wanted to write this to hopefully prevent another
Mom from making the mistake I did. Extremely disappointed in Honda. The Pilot in general is a
fantastic SUV. I am a bit picky, so I have to nit-pick a little. I'm migrating from an Odyssey, so
it's an adjustment for me, especially in the cargo department. I have the EX-L model, with
smaller wheels although so-so design than the Touring, which helps for a smoother ride. I love
the EX-L because it still uses the regular shifter not push-button gear selector , and it still uses
the excellent 6-speed automatic, which is better than the 9-speed in higher models. I appreciate
the memory seats as well. Seats are very comfortable, but the large console in front intrudes leg
room for the center passenger in the middle seat. I would like to have 4-way lumbar support the
Odyssey has it. The rear seat is tolerable, but nowhere as comfortable as a minivan. The backup
camera quality at daytime is crystal clear, but grainy at night. When it rains, the raindrops often
blocks the view it should be pushed in deeper. The stereo system is surprisingly good. I would
love to have some feedback on the fob. I appreciate the cap-less gas tank; tire pressure
indicator; the clock sets itself automatically, even without a built-in GPS system. I also love the
red needles on the gauges. Some minor cons: The sun visors cannot always block the sun,
especially at the A-pillar. I like PRDN on the dash so you know which mode you are. As of now
you only one letter at a time. The "Honda Sensing" system is very nice but far from perfect. I
can't seem to shut off the annoying steering wheel vibration when going outside a lane. The
adaptive cruise is braking too aggressively. The Accord has a more sophisticated system, like
all-speed follow for the adaptive cruise, traffic sign recognition, etc. The Accord also has a
better infotainment system, with more actual buttons surrounding the screen. It also have an
Analog gauge view instead of the digital cluster. I'd love to have them all on the Pilot. The
steering wheel size is pretty big, probably the biggest of any full-size SUV, which makes
steering more cumbersome. The volume control buttons on the steering wheel is not too
intuitive. Placing volume buttons under the steering wheel like Chrysler is so much better. As
mentioned above, I would love more cargo room. The Chevy Traverse is currently the best in
this regard. I'd also want more cubbies and storage pockets. I would like the wipers to cover
another 2 inches or so, it's leaving out way too much, which hampers visibility especially in a
snow. I would love a heated windshield and a wiper de-icer which is offered on the Canadian
models. Same is with "low washer fluid" indicator. About the infotainment. While light-years
better than Honda's previous 2-screen layout, it still have many shortcomings. Toyota also have
a 3-day weather forecast. I use a USB with a collection of music. To use this system is again
very cumbersome. You can't see the list of the tracks being played. I would love to be able to go
back to the album list in middle of playing. When selecting something in a long list, hitting the
back button will take you back to the top of the list, not to the folder where you came from. Also
the player is not fully gap-less. Bluetooth quality just sucks. I don't use it anymore after
countless complains. I tried it with many phones and they all work great on other cars. It should
be dimmer and same color as other switches. The cup-holders are useless for smaller size
cups. In my Odyssey, there was rubbers to hold tight any size cup. The side windows need a
more powerful defrost. Visible wiper settings on LCD like Hyundai is very nice. Steam warms up
legs, not the feet. At miles, a crackling sound and static radio sound began. A week later, the
infotainment and the odometer screen would go black and restart within 15 seconds or less. On
a typical drive, the infotainment would go dark three times. As soon as it restarted, the crackling
hideous sound began again. I took it to the dealership and stated that it was an antenna
problem. They ordered one, and as soon as I pulled out of the shop, the system rebooted and
the crackling sound started again. I made a u-turn in their parking lot and left it there. It has
been two days and mentioned something about an electrical harness. Before you sign any
papers, make sure you drive the vehicle considerable to make sure the issues won't be there.
Hopefully, it will be resolved soon. I wonder what are my options for the near future if this

problem can't be fixed by the dealership and Honda Corp. My pilot has got only a bit over miles
when the cracking and popping sound occurred. Not long after that, the infotainment system
keeps showing 6 or 7 issues like engine problem, power steering problems Now the car is in
dealership for analysis. Write a review. See all 77 reviews. Big three-row SUVs such as the
Honda Pilot exist almost exclusively for the use of family folks who don't want a minivan. The
Pilot has all the interior space of those famous '80s soccer-team haulers, but from the outside it
looks truck-like, tough even, especially with a minor face-lift for Inside, the Pilot makes no
attempt to pretend it's about anything but family, with sideview mirrors, a driver-to-headphone
intercom, and plenty of seating and safety for small humans. Edmunds special correspondent
Elana Scherr immediately acknowledges the Honda's utility but wants to know: Is there any fun
to be had when you're piloting the Pilot? Not ready for the minivan life? You're probably already
looking at the Honda Pilot. The Pilot is one of Edmunds' top-rated three row midsize SUVs, and
it's one of the most-searched vehicles at edmunds. Can a big family SUV be both useful and
fun? We aim to find out. Ooh, but first, subscribe and visit Edmunds for all your SUV shopping
needs. The Pilot is a nice looking machine. It's not too blobby. It's not too square. There are a
few updates for , primarily in the LED headlights, which look sleek, and in the tail lights, which
look oddly incomplete. It's heavily loaded with options, including inch wheels. Just in case
you're watching this Honda Pilot review thinking, ooh it's a hot rod and I'm really going to get
some sporty action in this car-- it doesn't even do a burnout. I'm floored right now. It just cuts
all the power. For the rest of you who actually want a family vehicle, we've got you covered. The
Elite is the most expensive trim level you can get in the Honda Pilot. The Pilot has a 3. It's plenty
to move this car around, although it isn't super quick. The higher trim levels are backed by the
nine-speed transmission, and that transmission was sort of a sticking point for Edmunds in the
earlier years. It really searched around a lot and nobody liked it. Honda has done a great job of
retuning that transmission. And while I wouldn't call it sporty, I barely even notice it's there,
which is what you want in a transmission. And all of the Edmunds reviewers agreed with me
that it's way better. The engine has plenty of power, even in its regular drive mode. On a steep
hill like the one we're on right now, you might want to put it in the sport mode. It gives you just a
little bit more throttle response so that you don't have to floor it to get moving. Along with
having a sport mode, there are four different driving modes. There is one for snow, one for mud,
and one for sand. What it does is it changes how the power goes to the four different wheels for
the all-wheel drive. It also cuts stability control, so if you're in sand or mud where you want the
wheels to be able to spin, it'll let you do that so that you don't get stuck. It's really very smart. If
you aren't trying to hot rod in your Pilot, fuel mileage is right in the middle of the segment. It is
not the best. I think that might be the Mazda. But it's also not the worst. It gets 19 on the street,
26 on the highway, and 22 combined. I've been kind of joking about the Honda being a hot rod
or not being a hot rod. But again, you've got to think about why you want this car, and who's
going to be in it. And if it's your kids, if it's a baby, and they're sleeping in the back, you don't
want a jumpy throttle or aggressive steering ramp. You want everything to be smooth and quiet
so you don't wake up whoever's sleeping in the back. The ride quality in this is exactly what you
want. I mean, we're in a really rough road right now, and the video guy's asleep back there. I'm
sure of it. Honda, like many of the car manufacturers now, is starting to include all its safety
features as standard, no matter what trim you get, which I think is fantastic. So you get a
backup camera, you get blind spot warning, you get emergency braking. And it'll warn you if
somebody's stopped in front of you with a little flashing "brake, brake. But last night, I was not
really paying attention. In fact, I was messing with this Eco button here on the dash, and it did
the little "brake, brake" at me. And there was a car stopped in front of me unexpectedly. So I
guess the emergency braking system might have saved me from crashing into that car, but we
didn't have to test it, thankfully. In commercials for family vehicles, you always see these calm,
chic parents. And they look beautiful and put-together, and they've got these beautiful,
put-together kids in the back who are super well-behaved. In reality, they ought to show
somebody who woke up at that morning because the dog barfed, and they're trying to get the
kids to school and then get ready for work. And there's yogurt spilled on the console and
Cheerios flying around in the back. And I think the dog barfed back there again. The Honda
designers really thought about how they could help people weather that storm. So it's full of
neat little tricks to help parents. It's really easy to see out of, and I can tell where all the edges of
the car are. And that makes it really simple to park. Even though it's a really big car, it parks like
a small one. I did notice that while it has a backup camera, it doesn't have a camera. It has a
couple of different views, including the "don't run over your kid's bike" view. And it has a
overhead sensor, but it doesn't actually have a backup camera. But because it's so easy to see
out of, I don't even miss it. Lucky for you, it's a pretty nice place. The higher level Pilots have an
eight-inch touchscreen which I really like. It looks nice. It's got this frameless construction, and

it's also really easy to use. It's not hard to figure out where you want to be on things. While the
screen looks very high tech, I actually really appreciate that Honda put an actual volume knob
in. It's so much easier than trying to hit a bunch of buttons-- even the buttons on the steering
wheel. And then more traditional stuff, like say, heating and cooling, is a little bit lower down.
Also easy little switches-- individual, driver, and passenger. Or you can sync them together.
And if you move further down, you've got a Blu-ray player that goes to a screen in the back for
the kiddos, or your easily-bored adult friends. And heated or cooled seats for both driver and
passenger. Because these days none of us can get all the technology that we need just from the
car, there's a lot of places to deal with your phone. I really like the charging pad in the Pilot,
because sometimes these touch charging pads are in either a difficult place to get to, or they
take up all of your space. And you really don't want to put anything else on top of them,
because they get hot. This one's easy to use. It's non-slip, so the phone stays there. And it
doesn't really take up the rest of your storage. There's plenty of space here. You've got cup
holders and then a big, huge console here that you can keep all of your snacks in. It really is a
big console. And it has a little sliding drawer here, so if there's smaller stuff, you can put that
here and you don't have to go digging around in the back there. Another thing I like about the
console-- excellent bag storage. It won't slide off in the back. The digital dash is uncluttered and
customizable, so you can see exactly what it is that you want to be focusing on. The steering
wheel is a little bit different from a lot of the cars that I've been driving recently. Normally I find
that the radio controls tend to be on this side. But on the Pilot, they're over here on the left. And
it's the adaptive cruise control and lane keep assist that's over here on the right. The Pilot's
available in five different trim levels. And in the lower levels you get cloth seats, and in the
upper levels you get a leather, leatherette? I think it's a leatherette. Most of the materials are
sort of leathery, rubbery, soft plastic-- easy to clean. Even the console cover, which looks like it
has a texture, is actually very smooth. So you'd be able to wipe spilled yogurt off that very
quickly. The seats are very adjustable. I had no problem getting into a driving position that fit
me. My husband had no problem getting into a driving position that fit him. They move all over
the place. There's also plenty of room between you and a passenger, because if you have a big
family, you're going to need your space. Everything about the Pilot is meant to make it easier to
communicate with your family in the back, and to keep an eye on them. For example, inside this
little glasses case is a wide angle mirror. I can see you back there. There's also CabinTalk,
which will go through the speakers or the headphones, so your kids can't pretend that they
didn't hear you. What's the deal with shifters? They're all different now. Like, I had no problem
with the traditional shifter. For a push button shifter, it does have one benefit, which is each
button feels different. And it has a different motion to activate it, which means that you're not
going to accidentally go in reverse when you want to go into drive. Plenty of room in the back of
the Pilot, as you'd expect. If you're an adult, totally comfortable. Got cup holders. You've got
charging ports and USBs. And you've got your own climate controls, including heated seats.
But really, the backseat of a Pilot is meant for kids. So you can easily fit two car seats here and
have room to move around them, which is a big deal. And there's entertainment. The selling
point for a three-row SUV is obviously the third row. So how is it back here? It's actually pretty
comfortable. You've got nice, squishy seats. Got big cup holders and a big armrest. And you've
got a window, so you don't feel like you're in a dungeon. You could take the whole Girl Scout
troop out. However, that little lass in the middle here-- she's not going to be very comfortable
for long. There's a big hump of plastic that goes right in the middle of your lower back. Normally
the cargo segment of a review is not very exciting. It's basically, how much is there? That's not
the best in the segment, and it's actually fairly small with the seats up. But it's how they use that
space that's really smart. Looks like a normal trunk, right? Things don't roll around. Ooh, but
look. First of all, there's space underneath here. But even smarter-- [TAPPING] They knew that
sometimes you're going to be doing things where your gear gets dirty and you don't want to put
it on the carpet. So they made this reversible. Now it's easy-to-clean plastic. If you came in here
with a baby in one arm and groceries in the other, you're going to have to put something down.
A lot of the competitors have a button on the side, which is great, because you can kind of hit it
with an elbow or just with a tap of the finger. But this is a strap. You have to kind of lean all the
way over so it doesn't thump down. Even worse is bringing it back up. And this is the Elite. You
would think it would have a button. But you know what? It's not meant for that. It's meant to be
a safe and reliable way to transport you and your family to do the things that you love. It's a
good thing you didn't bring a bigger plane. Ooh, it's fast. Oh, my goodness. Make sure you
subscribe for more videos like this, and follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The
Toyota Highlander is fully redesigned for and looks to be a significant upgrade over its
predecessor. It rides on a new platform that Toyota says improves agility and ride quality, and it
grows a few inches for extra third-row legroom and increased cargo capacity. A hefty number of

advanced driving aids are standard, and the previously optional V6 now powers every
non-hybrid model. This three-row luxury SUV is slightly more powerful, but the major
differences come down to the Acura's greater list of optional features and more upscale interior.
Though it's roughly the same size, the MDX offers slightly less cargo capacity due to a different
cargo hatch design. Like the Highlander, the Ford Explorer is redesigned for After taking a
front-wheel-drive detour in , the Explorer is once again rear-wheel drive, though it retains the
crossover car-like construction of the previous model. First impressions are positive, and we
especially like the diverse powertrain lineup that includes a standard turbocharged
four-cylinder, a powerful V6 and an economical hybrid. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Honda Pilot and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Pilot 3.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Pilot. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Honda Pilot and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Pilot featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda Pilot. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros A
versatile, roomy interior with spacious rear seats Ride is smooth and compliant in most
conditions Better fuel economy than rivals Multiple clever storage compartments Cons Collision
warning and adaptive cruise control are overly sensitive Third-row access is narrow What's new
No major changes for New top-line Black Edition trim level Part of the third Pilot generation
introduced for What's it like to live with the Pilot? The Honda Pilot is space-efficient and
smooth-riding, and it provides ample power along with decent fuel economy. You also get
plentiful features, a useful cargo area and smart interior storage. This Honda is one of the most
well-rounded three-row SUVs you can get. The Pilot is a surprisingly able performer. We tested
a Pilot Elite with the nine-speed automatic and observed a 7. Slowing down is easy, too. The
brakes have a relatively consistent feel and are easy to use in everyday driving. The Pilot's
panic-stopping distance from 60 mph feet in our testing is average for a big three-row crossover
SUV. There's little road feel from the steering, but it is precise. The Pilot's available AWD system
is fine for slippery road surfaces, but this SUV lacks the ground clearance and specific off-road
aids such as hill descent control to make it truly capable off-road. The Honda Pilot does comfort
better than many in the segment. Body motions are well-controlled, but not at the expense of
overall ride comfort. Small, high-frequency bumps are dispatched without any issue. The front
seats have supportive backs and bottoms, providing hours of comfort. The second-row seats
are similarly cushy and can recline and slide. There's very little tire or wind noise inside the
cabin, and the V6 sounds pretty good if you wind it out. Tri-zone climate control works well to
keep everyone comfortable. The Pilot exhibits typical Honda efficiency with smart use of space

and practical features. The first and second rows are roomy. Still, a single button press tilts and
slides the second row forward, making it easy to get into the third row. Most drivers will be able
to find a suitable seating position, though tall drivers might want a little more steering wheel
adjustment. The upright seating position gives the driver a more commanding view out than it
does in the Honda Odyssey minivan. Overall, the Pilot's touchscreen system is easy to use. The
navigation system responds quickly, and the speaker audio system sounds great. A Wi-Fi
hotspot is included on Touring and Elite models, and users with the Honda CabinControl app
can connect to the in-car Wi-Fi and control certain things such as rear cabin temperature and
music playlists. The adaptive cruise control only works above 20 mph, which is a bummer for
drivers stuck in stop-and-go traffic. Overall, the Pilot's adaptive cruise control system isn't
nearly as smooth as similar features in other cars. Otherwise, all the other systems such as lane
keeping assist and blind-spot monitoring work well. Its lane keeping feature, however, can be
very intrusive in long, constant-radius corners. The Pilot is a useful vehicle when you need to
carry a lot of stuff. While cargo room is good â€” 16 cubic feet behind the third row and a
maximum volume of 84 cubes with the second- and third-row seats folded â€” it trails segment
leaders. Still, there's generous storage under the load floor, and the space is very usable. Large
door pockets and clever, configurable small-item storage within the center console are among
the many places to store your stuff inside the cabin. Want to tow? Front-wheel-drive Pilots are
limited to 3, pounds. On Edmunds mile standardized drive loop, which is made up primarily of
highway roads, the Pilot returned We tested a fully loaded all-wheel-drive Elite, which is one of
the pricier models in the class. However, it provides better comfort, quality feel and a nicer
cabin than many competitors, so the price seems justified. Materials and assembly quality are
high for a non-luxury vehicle, but are not substantially better than rivals. The soft-touch plastics
on the dash combined with high-gloss trim and matte-finish secondary controls look and feel
good. Among three-row SUVs, the Pilot comes across as one of the most well-rounded. Its
appealing combination of power and relatively rewarding handling is rare. It's certainly not
sporty, but there's a willingness to change direction here that's lacking in similar SUVs, with the
exception of the Mazda CX It's also comfortable and offers many conveniences. The EX-L costs
more, but a case can be made for it. You get leather upholstery plus some family-useful extras
such as an auto-dimming mirror helps reduce glare at night and second-row USB ports to
ensure your kiddos' electronics are topped off at all times. Read more. Find savings on the Pilot
for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Pilot lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the
Pilot. Most helpful consumer reviews 1 out of 5 stars, Major Electrical Issues. Honda Sensing
Includes items such as forward collision mitigation with auto braking and road departure
intervention. Standard on all trim levels. Parking Sensors Indicates how close the vehicle is to
objects with visual and audible alerts. Side Impact Test Good. Honda Pilot vs. Toyota
Highlander The Toyota Highlander is fully redesigned for and looks to be a significant upgrade
over its predecessor. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21 reviews.
The Edmunds experts tested the Pilot both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You
probably care about Honda Pilot fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Pilot gets an
EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 23 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity
for the Pilot ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine
whether the Honda Pilot is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come
from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Pilot. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Pilot's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Honda
Pilot is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Pilot and gave it a 8. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Pilot is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Honda Pilot, the
next question is, which Pilot model is right for you? What do people think of the Honda Pilot?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Honda Pilot and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a
good price for a New Honda Pilot? Which Honda Pilots are available in my area? Can't find a
new Honda Pilots you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Honda Pilot? Check out Honda lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our
verdict. How does the Pilot drive? How comfortable is the Pilot? How economical is the Pilot? Is
the Pilot a good value? The Honda Pilot and the Toyota Highlander are two of the main players
in the midsize crossover segment. Both have earned an enviable positive reputation by
delivering the value and dependability motorists expect from Honda- and Toyota-branded cars
at a reasonable price. The entry-level Pilot LX comes standard with a 5-inch central display

screen and seven-speaker audio system. The base Highlander offers more tech features than
the Pilot. Buyers who stretch their budget to one of the more expensive trim levels are rewarded
with navigation and, at the very top, a The Pilot and the Highlander are both car-based
crossovers. They look like traditional SUVs, but they offer more refined on-road manners than,
say, a Jeep Wrangler at the expense of off-road capability. The only engine offered on the Pilot
is a 3. Honda no longer offers a six-speed automatic, so the only transmission available is a
nine-speed automatic. Front-wheel-drive models can tow up to 3, pounds when properly
equipped, while selecting all-wheel drive increases that figure to 5, pounds. In its most
fuel-efficient configuration, with the nine-speed automatic and front-wheel drive, the Pilot
returns an EPA-rated 20 mpg in the city, 27 mpg on the highway, and 23 mpg combined. The
Highlander maxes out at 20, 28, and 23, respectively. As the saying goes, your mileage may â€”
literally â€” vary. Unlike Honda, Toyota offers a hybrid powertrain option. The hp system is built
around a 2. Honda introduced the current, third-generation Pilot for and gave it an array of
visual updates for Both are fairly close in size. The Pilot measures The Highlander stretches
Wheelbase lengths are pretty close, too: inches for the Honda and Honda claims 7. On the
inside, the Pilot boasts seating for up to eight people, with The Highlander can also seat eight,
with a maximum passenger volume of The Pilot has Honda and Toyota offer an array of safety
features designed to keep you and yours as safe as possible. The Pilot comes standard with
basic features like anti-lock brakes and stability control, and front, front-side, and three-row
curtain airbags. Every Pilot regardless of trim level also boasts collision mitigation, road
departure mitigation, forward collision warning, and lane departure warning. Adaptive cruise
control comes standard, too, but buyers who want a blind-spot-monitoring system need to
move up in the trim level hierarchy. Blind-spot monitoring and park assist are also available on
higher trim levels. Not surprisingly for vehicles pitched as competitors, the Pilot and Highlander
are fairly close in price. That figure corresponds to a base L model with front-wheel drive, a V6
engine, and no optional equipment. None of the aforementioned figures include the mandatory
destination charge, which is like shipping and handling for cars. Tech features. See how
popular car brands fared in new Consumer Reports survey. Chevy will pay charging-station
installation costs for Bolt EV buyers. Best Tesla Model X alternatives. Future cars: The best
upcoming cars worth waiting for. From battlefields to suburban driveways, this is the history of
Jeep. Camry vs. What is a hybrid car, and how does it work? The fastest cars in the world.
Nissan has a cool idea to make remote working truly remote. This Tesla video manages to make
battery production look cool. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Autonation Honda Columbus has a wide selection of exceptional
pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Honda Pilot. This vehicle has met all the
exacting standards to be classified Certified Pre-Owned. Off-road or on the street, this Honda
Pilot Touring handles with ease. There's a level of quality and refinement in this Honda Pilot
Touring that you won't find in your average vehicle. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't
broken. This is a very low mileage Honda Pilot. A rare find these days. If you're in the market for
an incredible Honda featuring an Entertainment package that will surely keep your passengers
enthralled, then you'll definitely want to check out the Honda Pilot Touring. Intricately stitched
leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that Honda
Pilot Touring is in a league of its own The best part about navigation systems like the one that
comes in this car? You don't have to try to fold them up and stuff them back into the glove box.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. With exceptional power,
towing and handling, this SUV can handle anything thrown at it. Simply put, this all wheel drive
vehicle is engineered with higher standards. Marked by excellent quality and features with
unmistakable refined leather interior that added value and class to the Honda Pilot EX-L. See
our inventory at We have all types of financing based on your credit worthiness. We guarantee
your experience will be present, our sales staff is on salary to eliminate haggling and to make
the customers buying experience a great one. Minimum credit score applies, and additional
income requirements may apply. Rates subject to change, based upon credit union rates. Credit
Union may require additional criteria for membership. We strive to give accurate information,
however, there are mistakes. In case of a typographical error dealership retains the right to
make corrections. Prices are not binding without an executed contract at the dealership and are
subject to change within 24 hours. Price excludes government fees and taxes, any finance
charges, any dealer document preparation charge, and any emission testing charge. We
disclose all information known about the vehicle at the time of sale. No pressure sales staff is
always friendly and ready to help. Honda Certified, 7 Year , Mile Warranty! It comes with a 6

Cylinder engine. This vehicle also comes with 12, warranty miles and has been subjected to a
rigorous, -point inspection for condition and appearance. With a gorgeous blue exterior and a
gray interior, this vehicle is a top pick. Call today and take this one out for a spin! Low Miles!
Carfax Certifed! Honda Certified Warranty is transferable if vehicle is sold to a subsequent
private owner. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the
vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Auto Boutique is
proud to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure
you're getting the best deal possible already discounted and thousands below market value.
Buying a car from us is easy. You can purchase the vehicle by paying cash or let our
experienced business managers get you the best rate through our lending partners. We make
these banks compete for you! Give us a call to see if we are partnered with your lender. Visit our
website for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering Auto Boutique for your next
vehicle purchase. On almost any road condition, this Honda Pilot EX-L offers solid performance,
reliability, and comfort. All-wheel drive means peace of mind all the time. This Black AWD
Honda enjoys a host offeatures, including exceptional acceleration and superior stability so you
can drive with confidence. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with
low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Honda Pilot. All
Approved! Everyone drives! Get paid cash? No problem!! We price our cars at wholesale price
to guarantee the best deals for our customers. Our inventory moves quick, please call to
confirm the availability of the vehicle of your interest Springfield location Come visit our new
showroom in Springfield NJ. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Black
Forest Pearl with a Black interior. It is offered with the remaining factory warranty. From quality
new Honda vehicles to used cars, we know anyone looking for a vehicle near Los Angeles will
likely find what they want at our dealership. Our services include trusted Honda car repair,
original Honda auto parts, and auto financing to help our customers purchase the car of their
dreams. Call Woodland Hills Honda or come visit us in person. This Honda Pilot EX is an
incredibly versatile vehicle that is a must have for any family. You can tell this Honda Pilot has
been pampered by the fact that it has less than 47,mi and appears with a showroom shine. This
Steel Sapphire Metallic Honda is clean and shiny exterior makes it look like it came straight
from the factory. The vehicle has undergone a point inspection, and passes all State Safety and
Emissions requirements. Use for comparison purposes only. Up to two complimentary oil
changes within the first year of ownership. We do not mark them up, to mark them down, AND
no hidden fees! Please call, email or stop in today to test drive your vehicle of choice!! Cars
have been part of the Clark family since when we opened our first dealership. After building a
strong reputation with our family owned and operated business, we have expanded our
offerings to include trusted automakers like Honda. Now a year Honda veteran, Clark Knapp
Honda is proud to offer friendly service in a beautiful, modern building. This newer and larger
facility is home to an express service lane, complimentary Wi-Fi, a kids entertainment zone, an
on-site full-service Allstate insurance agency and it can better hold our dealership puts drivers
and their families first. Jarryd says pay the Least, On I East!!! Conveniently Located between
Beltway and the Grand Parkway!! The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle:
new brakes! Want more style? This Honda Pilot Touring is the vehicle for you. Fine interior
appointments complement this vehicle's unprecedented performance. HD quality video and
studio grade sound are just a few platinum level features the entertainment package of this
vehicle boasts. Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in
which test drivers say that Honda Pilot Touring is in a league of its own You can take the
guesswork out of searching for your destination with this Honda Pilot Touring's installed
Navigation system. A Pilot in this condition, with these options and this color combination is an
absolute rarity! You won't find a better price for this vehicle anywhere. The following items have
been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and all new tires! Source: Edmunds. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Nicole M. We purchased a Honda Pilot in December with the hope of buying a nice,
reliable vehicle based on Honda's reputation. This SUV has been a nightmare. We started
having service issues at approximately 10, miles which included the back up camera not
working, the navigation system failing, a rear window leak that required multiple visits to the
dealership, traction control issues, and the most significant issue was the "Emissions System
Problem". The emission issue resulted in numerous visits for repairs sometimes reported as an

oil change when we brought the vehicle in and they would perform the regular maintenance in
conjunction with the warranty work. After several visits associated with the emission issue, they
replaced the catalytic converter and two gaskets, which did not resolve the issue. About a week
later the light was back on and they determined not all of the cylinders were properly
functioning keep in mind this has been a long running issue. Our vehicle currently has about 30,
miles and is still under warranty, but we are beyond concerned about the warranty expiring. We
consulted legal counsel under the lemon law and also met with the General Manager Ken
Snyder as CDA Honda is a local company and our preference is to get the reliable vehicle we
thought we were purchasing. In our conversation he spoke highly of what Honda does to take
care of their customers and really supports the local dealerships. Ken asked if "swapping out"
the vehicle would work for us that was my request under the lemon law ; however, what he
really meant was trade it in as we found out in the process when his staff sprang to life with the
excitement of selling a new car. After all of the transportation hardships we have dealt with for
the past year and a half, the thought of paying more money for a vehicle that might function
better just seemed completely unreasonable. When I inquired on the status I was informed it
was with Honda and out of their control. The finger pointing began and it is particularly
frustrating as a consumer when we are struck with a product that is not reliable. While everyone
in the service department has been friendly, there has been no effort to proactively resolve this
issue and we feel that it would be absolutely unconscionable to sell this vehicle as a private
party. Historically we have purchased new vehicles and have drove them for years. We currently
have a Toyota with , miles that we use for family trips since our Honda Pilot with 30, hasn't been
reliable and we are uncomfortable driving it too far from home. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Used Honda Pilot for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5.
We absolutely love our Honda Pilot. We purchased it because we were adding another kid to our
family and couldn't be happier. The three car seats fit perfectly across the middle seat for when
we are going on trips and need to store our luggage in the back. We've never had a problem
with it that we've needed repairs though we keep up basic maintenance such as tire rotations
and oil changes. It drives great in the snow but does well in the high heat of the summer as well.
We packed up our car, our three children and headed out on a road trip. We had a blast, took a
ton of pictures and earned many junior ranger badges. Our car was the perfect place to crawl
back into after a long hike and head on to the next place. The kids could sleep comfortably in
the back and have plenty of The kids could sleep comfortably in the back and have plenty of
room to stretch out. The storage in the vehicle is amazing--the console for the extras in the front
seat, side pockets on each of the doors and plenty of drink holders throughout the car. We love
that we can fold down the back seats and still fit our three car seats across the middle and have
room for all the luggage when we go on road trips. We love that we can fit eight passengers
comfortably so we can haul all our kids' friends around town. The option to record a cd into the
database in the car is wonderful! No more hauling cds around for us. There is not a whole lot of
luggage space when all the seats are up. If there were just a few more inches of room, it would
be better.. I like the space in my car. I have three young children and their car seats all fit into
my pilot with ease. It is easy to keep clean with the leather seats, and a fun car to drive. It does
have some blind spots, and those are enhanced if you're short. It has decent gas mileage for a
larger car and handles well in all weather. The sound system is adequate as it can be heard in
the last row. I also like that I can put just one seat up in the last row. It helps with storage space
for larger items like strollers and groceries. The car is easy to get in and out of, even for my
elderly mother. I once hit a car that was parked while driving my car. I left my name and number
on the car so that I could pay for the repairs. It wound up being an elderly man from the same
island in Greece my family is from. He was 82, and he told me that he is rarely surprised
anymore, but he appreciated my honesty. Decent gas mileage, and great storage as well as
being able to put all three of my car seats into the car are my major pros of my Honda pilot. I
also like that it drives in all weather with ease and can tow. It is easy to keep clean. The music is
easily heard in the back seat. I like the charger plug in the back seat. It makes it easier for my
guests. It has a blind spot for short people that can make parking a bit difficult. There are a lot
of buttons and I don't know what all of them do. It seats eight people, so it's great for those
carpools! We had a Ford Explorer previously and love this upgrade. It seems just slightly larger
from the outside, but the internal space is dramatically better. We travel up to our mountain
cabin most weekends and this has a lot of room for our cooler, clothing, and supples. The third
back-row seat folds down smoothly without much effort. Although it's a little tight for full grown
adults, it works for short trips or kids. This car does great in the snow. We also pull a very
heavy boat up some pretty steep hills. I don't think I'd want to pull that weight every day, but it
doesn't protest w This is the perfect car for a busy family. I don't think I'd want to pull that
weight every day, but it doesn't pro
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test when we do it a couple times a year. We really haven't had much in the way of repairs,
either. My biggest complaint would be the road noise. I think the noise is the biggest flaw on all
of the Honda cars we've owned and this is no exception. We especially notice it when we have
studded snow tires on in the winter. Snow tires definitely aren't required, but we take it to some
pretty nasty places and push the limits, so we have to endure the road noise. Overall, even with
the noise, the positives greatly outweigh the negatives and we've been very happy with this car.
We left the back hatch open after unloading at the cabin in the mountains. The console was full
of peanut butter granola bars. That was too tempting for a bear. He tore up the console and took
a bite out of the back seat. Amazingly the center console popped right back together, but I'm
afraid the bite in the seat will be a permanent souvenir of his visit. Honda Pilot News. Previous 1
Next. Tami Washington, Utah Overall.

